Abstract: Phylogenetic networks are rooted acyclic directed graphs in which the leaves are identified with members of a set X of species. The cluster of a vertex is the set of leaves that are descendants of the vertex. A network is "distinct-cluster" if distinct vertices have distinct clusters. This paper focuses on the set DC(X) of distinct-cluster networks whose leaves are identified with the members of X. For a fixed X, a metric on DC(X) is defined. There is a "cluster-preserving" simplification process by which vertices or certain arcs may be removed without changing the clusters of remaining vertices. Many of the resulting networks may be uniquely determined without regard to the order of the simplifying operations.
Introduction
It is common in biology to describe evolutionary history by means of a phylogenetic tree T . (See the book [17] for many details.) In such a tree, the leaf-set corresponds to a set X of taxa on which measurements such as on DNA can be made. Internal vertices correspond to ancestral species. Branching corresponds to speciation events by some isolation mechanism. Typically the trees are assumed to be rooted in the distant past, perhaps by means of an outgroup.
Recently, the roles of hybridization and lateral gene transfer have been seen to be important; see [15] , [6] , [3] , [11] . Such events lead to rooted acyclic networks which, unlike trees, allow branches to recombine. Overviews for such networks are found in [12] , [14] , [13] , [9] .
The number of possible rooted acyclic networks with a given leaf set X is infinite. A number of researchers have focused attention on networks with additional properties. Such classes include networks that are regular [2] , normal [20] , tree-child [4] , galled trees [7] , or level-k [18] .
If N is a finite acyclic rooted network with leaf-set X, for each vertex v the cluster cl(v) of v is the set of x ∈ X which are descendants of v. Since there are no directed cycles, cl(v) is nonempty. The clusters are important for interpreting biological networks. For example, in a biological network cl(v) is the set of extant species whose genome possibly contains mutations originating in the ancestral species v (under the assumption that mutations are so rare that the same mutation will not occur twice). An example of a network N is shown in Figure 1 with X = {1, 2, 3, 4}. In N , cl(8) = {1, 2, 3} and cl(3) = {3}. This paper concerns the set DC(X) of distinct-cluster (DC) acyclic rooted networks with leaf-set X. Let P(X) denote the set of nonempty subsets of X. A network N is distinct-cluster provided that the map cl : V → P(X) which associates with vertex v the subset cl(v) of X is injective. Thus distinct vertices are assumed to have different clusters. The network in Figure 1 lies in DC(X).
Since P(X) is finite, the number of vertices is at most |P(X)|, so there are only finitely many members of DC(X). DC(X) includes all trees, regular networks, and normal networks with leaf-set X. There exist tree-child networks which are not in DC(X) (for example, Figure 2 of [4] ).
It is useful to have a quantitative measure of the difference between two networks with the same leaf-set X. In comparing two trees, there are several metrics, including the Robinson-Foulds metric [16] , the nearest neighbor interchange metric [19] , the triplet metric [5] , the SPR distance [1] , the matching distance [10] . Generalizing to networks that are not necessarily trees, [2] gives a metric between two regular networks, and [4] gives a metric between two tree-child networks.
This paper defines a metric on DC(X). u,v is defined whenever u and v correspond to nonempty subsets of X.
Roughly, the metric is given by
u,v | : u, v ∈ P(X) .
Note that if N 1 contains vertex u 1 and N 2 contains a vertex u 2 such that cl(u 2 ; N 2 ) = cl(u 1 ; N 1 ) then we treat u 1 ∈ V (N 1 ) and u 2 ∈ V (N 2 ) as being the same. This is possible since N 1 and N 2 are DC, so vertices u 1 and u 2 are uniquely determined if they exist. More details are presented in Section 4. Theorem 4.2 asserts that D(N 1 , N 2 ) is in fact a metric on DC(X).
It is interesting that the matrix H includes the information utilized in [4] to produce a metric on tree-child networks. More precisely, if N is both DC and tree-child, then the vectors µ(v) utilized in [4] have the entries H v,x for x ∈ X.
Even DC networks can be very large. The number of vertices in a member of DC(X) can be |P(X)| = 2 |X| − 1. Huge networks can be difficult to interpret, and it may be useful to "simplify" a network into one with fewer vertices and arcs that is potentially easier to understand. For example, one might ask for a natural procedure to simplify a huge network into a tree or into a tree-child network. Alternatively, one might ask which trees or normal networks N 2 "best fit" a given network N 1 in the sense of minimizing D(N 1 , N 2 ). This paper describes one simplification process: If N is in DC(X), a clusterpreserving simplification (CPS) of N is a member of DC(X) obtained recursively by removing a vertex or an arc from N while taking care that each remaining vertex has its cluster unchanged (preserved). In Section 5 we give definitions of the basic operations (defined so as not to change the clusters).
In Section 6 we prove that to a large extent the order of the operations is immaterial. An arc (u, v) is redundant if there is a directed path from u to v other than the path along the arc (u, v) itself. For example, in Figure 1 , (9, 3) is redundant. A key result is Theorem 7.3, which asserts that when V ′ is a subset of V (N ) containing r and each member of X, then there exists a unique
′ has no redundant arcs, and N ′ is a CPS of N .
In particular, Theorem 7.3 says that the order of the operations in forming the CPS does not matter when the CPS has no redundant arcs. Thus each member of a large family of CPS of N depends only on its vertex set. Moreover, Theorem 7.4 asserts that for two such subsets V ′ and V ′′ , if the unique networks are N ′ and N ′′ respectively, then N ′′ is a CPS of N ′ iff V ′′ ⊆ V ′ . An example is presented in Section 8.
Basic notions
A directed graph (V, E) is a set V of vertices and a set E ⊂ V × V where each (a, b) ∈ E is called an arc. We interpret (a, b) ∈ E as directed from a to b. We assume there is no arc (a, a). Thus there are no loops and no multiple arcs.
If a and b are vertices, a directed path from a to b is a sequence a
The length of the path is k. There is always a directed path of length 0 from a to a. An arc (a, b) is redundant if there exists a directed path a = v 0 , v 1 , · · · , v k = b with k > 1, (so that the path is not the same as the path consisting of the single arc (a, b)).
If q and c are vertices then c is a child of q and q is a parent of c iff there exists an arc (q, c) ∈ E. A child c of q is a tree-child iff q is the only parent of c. A vertex is hybrid if it has more than one parent. A vertex is a leaf if it has no child. Let X be a set (for example, of biological species). If L is the set of leaves, we shall assume there is a bijection ψ : X → L. Usually we will identify x ∈ X with ψ(x) ∈ L.
A directed graph (V, E) is rooted with root r if there exists a vertex r such that for every v ∈ V there is a directed path from r to v. In Figure 1 , r = 9.
A directed graph is acyclic if there is no directed cycle; i.e., there is no vertex v with a directed path from v to v of length greater than 0. If the network is both rooted and acyclic, then the root is necessarily unique.
If N = (V, E) is acyclic, write u ≤ v iff there is a directed path in N from u to v. Since N is acyclic it follows that if u ≤ v and v ≤ u then u = v. Transitivity is obvious, so ≤ is a partial order on V . If u ≤ v and u = v, write u < v.
If v is a vertex, then the cluster cl(v) of v (or cl(v; N ) if we need to specify the network N ) is cl(v) = {x ∈ X : v ≤ x}. It is thus the set of leaves x ∈ X such that there exists a directed path from v to x (of any length). If x ∈ X, then cl(x) = {x} via the directed path from x to x of length 0. In Figure 1 , cl(6) = {2, 3} and cl(9) = {1, 2, 3, 4}. A cluster is trivial if it has the form X or {x} where x ∈ X. Let T r denote the set of trivial clusters. In Figure 1 , T r = {{1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {1, 2, 3, 4}}.
It is easy to see that if u ≤ v then cl(v) ⊆ cl(u). A network N is successively cluster-distinct [21] if whenever (a, b) is an arc, then cl(b) = cl(a), so the clusters on the ends of each arc are distinct. It follows that then cl(b) ⊂ cl(a). Moreover, each vertex that is not a leaf has outdegree at least 2: if v has child c 1 then cl(c 1 ) ⊂ cl(v), so there exists x ∈ cl(v) − cl(c 1 ) and there must exist a child c 2 of v such that x ∈ cl(c 2 ).
A network is distinct-cluster (DC) if no two vertices have the same cluster; i.e., cl(u) = cl(v) implies u = v. It is easy to construct a network which is successively cluster-distinct but not distinct-cluster. The network in Figure 1 is distinct-cluster.
We summarize the properties we shall require in the definition of a DC Xnetwork: A DC X-network N is N = (V, E, r, X) where (V, E) is a finite acyclic distinct-cluster directed network with root r and leaf-set X. We may write
There are several special kinds of networks that are of interest. Let N = (V, E, r, X) satisfy that (V, E) is an acyclic directed network with root r and leaf-set X. Then N is a tree iff no vertex is hybrid. N is tree-child [4] iff every vertex v that is not a leaf has a child c that is tree-child. N is normal [20] iff N is tree-child, no vertex has outdegree 1, and in addition N has no redundant arc. N is regular [2] iff (1) it is DC and (2) there exists an arc (u, v) iff both cl(v) ⊂ cl(u) and there is no vertex w such that cl(v) ⊂ cl(w) ⊂ cl(u).
Every tree, every regular network, and every normal network is DC. A treechild network need not be DC. Figure 1 is DC and regular. It is not tree-child and not normal since 6 has only hybrid children.
The remainder of this section is a brief justification of the use of DC Xnetworks in the context of phylogeny. The ultimate reality is a huge network N with one vertex for every individual, with arcs (a, b) whenever b is a child of a (often with two parents). The network N is constantly changing. For any given analysis, certain vertices at or near the leaves of N are classified as the same species, with a given label. A decision is made about which species to utilize in an analysis; we call this set of species X, corresponding to those species from each member of which an individual is sampled. Data such as DNA sequences are found for the members of X, and a phylogeny is desired for the members of X.
In principle, we can imagine the following happening: We assume that N is a finite rooted acyclic directed network. From N we delete the multitude of vertices which are not ancestral to any member of X; the result is a network N 1 . For each vertex v of N 1 , we compute cl(v).
Form an equivalence relation ∼ on V (N 1 ) where a ∼ b if (a, b) is an arc and cl(a) = cl(b) and where the equivalence relation is extended by transitivity. The resulting network N 2 has vertices which are the equivalence classes [v] under ∼ where v ∈ V (N 1 ). We obtain an arc from [v] 
. It is easy to prove that N 2 is acyclic and successively cluster-distinct, but not necessarily distinct-cluster. If, however, X is suitably chosen so as to distinguish adequately between equivalence classes, we may assume that N 2 is distinct-cluster. (Mindell [11] argues, in part, that adequate taxon-sampling is required for the construction of networks.) There will be a root r corresponding to a distant ancestor of all members of X, so that cl(r) = X. Hence we may assume that N 2 is a DC X-network, as considered in this paper.
It is still likely that N 2 is extremely large. Since N 2 is distinct-cluster, the number of vertices is bounded only by the number of possible clusters, hence 2 |X| − 1. The number of arcs could also be huge. Hence various simplifications of N 2 as discussed in this paper could be of use in interpreting N 2 .
The inheritance matrix
Let N = (V, E, r, X) be a DC X-network. Let the vertices be v 1 , · · · , v m in some order. The adjacency matrix A of N is the m × m matrix
Note that A encodes all the structure of N . Given A, the leaves are those
It is well-known (see, for example, [8] ) that for all k > 0, (A k ) i,j is the number of directed paths of length k from v i to v j .
In this section we define a matrix H, called the inheritance matrix, which will be of use in defining a metric on the set of DC X-networks.
Since N is finite and acyclic, there is a directed path of maximal length. If the maximal length is L, there are no paths of length L + 1.
Lemma 3.1. Let the maximum length of a directed path in N be L. Then
Definition: Let L be the maximum length of a directed path. Define
By Lemma 3.1, it is equivalent to write
Call H the inheritance matrix (from inHeritance). If we need to specify the network N , we may also write H(N ) instead of H.
Theorem 3.3. H is invertible, and I −
Proof. Let L be the maximum length of a directed path. Then A L+1 = 0 and Corollary 3.5. N can be reconstructed given either A or H.
Proof. N can be reconstructed from A since A u,v > 0 iff there is an arc (u, v). But by Corollary 3.4, A can be found from H. Hence N can be reconstructed from H as well.
An example is given in Section 8.
Theorem 3.6. Suppose N has A and H as above.
Note that (ii) says that each path from u to v must go through an initial arc (u, c i ). And (iii) says that each path from u to v must go through a final arc (q i , v).
The inheritance metric on DC X-networks
Fix X and let DC(X) denote the set of DC X-networks. Each member of DC(X) is a rooted acyclic directed network N = (V, E, r, X) that is distinctcluster.
Let N = (V, E, r, X) and
. Let A and A ′ be the adjacency matrices of N and N ′ respectively, and let H and H ′ be the inheritance matrices of N and N ′ respectively. Since N is DC, we may identify each vertex u with its cluster cl(u; N ), so that H u,v is defined if u and v are clusters from X that occur as clusters of vertices of N . In particular if u and v are clusters in both N and N ′ , then both H u,v and H ′ u,v make sense. Moreover both r and r ′ are identified with the cluster cl(r; N ) = X while each leaf x ∈ X is identified with the singleton set {x}.
Let S be the set of all clusters of N and S ′ the set of all clusters of N ′ . Let C denote a subset of P(X) that contains both S and S ′ . Define the inheritance matrix C H of N over C as follows if u and v are in C:
Similarly we define the inheritance matrix
The following lemma says that C D(N, N ′ ) does not depend on the choice of C.
Lemma 4.1. Let N and N ′ be X-networks with cluster sets S and S ′ respectively. Let C and C ′ be sets of X-clusters that both contain both S and S ′ . Then
Proof. The only nonzero terms 
Proof. Pick any C that contains both S and
If N ′′ is a third X-network with cluster set S ′′ and C contains S, S ′ , and S ′′ , then when u and v range over members of C we have
There remains only to show that
, then the trivial network with only a single point is the only DC X-network, whence N = N ′ . Thus we may assume |X| > 1. Since C D(N, N ′ ) = 0 it follows that for each u and v in C,
Thus N and N ′ have the same vertex sets.
If both u and v are in
The trivial tree T r is the tree whose clusters are all the trivial clusters with one arc (X, x) for each x ∈ X. The regular network of all nonempty subsets of X is P(X) with vertex set P(X) and an arc (A, B) iff B ⊂ A and there is no C ∈ P(X) such that B ⊂ C ⊂ A.
is an integer. (2) Suppose T r is the trivial tree on X and P(X) is the regular X-network of all nonempty subsets of X. Then for n ≥ 2, Note that T r has one arc (X, x) for each x ∈ X. Hence H u.v (T r) = 0 unless u = r and v ∈ X or else u = v = r, or else u = x = v for some x ∈ X. In any of these cases H u.v (T r) = 1 . Hence the total sum of the entries is n + 1 + n = 2n + 1.
The difference yields (2) since in any case when H u.v (T r) = 1 then H u.v (P(X)) ≥ 1. 
Cluster-preserving simplifications
Let N = (V, E, r, X) be a DC X-network. We consider two simplifying steps:
(
Alternatively we will denote the result as 
is a directed graph. By the restriction on the choice of v, it follows that V ′ contains r and each member of X. We first show (1). Suppose u and w are vertices of N distinct from v. First suppose that there is a directed path from u to w in N . If u = v 0 , v 1 , · · · , v k = w is a directed path in N from u to w, then the same path is a directed path from u to w in N ′ if no vertex v i equals v. If, on the other hand v j = v for some 0 < j < k then v j−1 is a parent of v and v j+1 is a child of v. Hence the directed path
The only way this could fail to be a path in N is if for some j, (v j−1 , v j ) is not an arc of N . By construction this means that v j−1 is a parent of v and v j is a child of v. Hence u = v 0 , v 1 , · · · , v j−1 , v, v j , · · · , v k = w is a directed path from u to w in N . This proves (1) .
Since N was acyclic, it follows that N ′ is acyclic because a cycle starting and ending at w in N ′ would imply a cycle in N as well. (3) follows from (1) since for x ∈ X, x ∈ cl(u; N ) iff there is a directed path in N from u to x, and similarly for N ′ . But then N ′ is distinct-cluster since N was. In addition r remains a root of N ′ since for each vertex w there remains a path from r to w. Thus (2) is true. 
′ from u to w. This proves (4) .
Since N was acyclic, by (4) N ′ is acyclic. Note that r remains a root of N ′ since for every vertex v, r ≤ v in N, whence r ≤ v in N ′ . Moreover if u / ∈ X, then cl(u; N ) = {x ∈ X : u < x in N } = {x ∈ X : u < x in N ′ } = cl(u; N ′ ). This proves (5) and (6). 
(1) is immediate from Theorem 5.1.
Since N is DC, there exists at most one vertex with a given cluster, proving uniqueness.
(3) and (4) follow from (7) and (8) D(a, b) . We prove the theorem by induction on k. If k = 0, the result is immediate. Assume the result for k, and we will prove the result for k + 1. Now let the CPS N ′ of N be given by
Since N is a tree, it has no redundant arc, so there must be a vertex v of N such that D 1 = D(v). Since v = r , v has at least one parent, and since N is a tree, v has at most one parent. Let q denote the unique parent of v. Since v / ∈ X, v has at least one child. But 
Since there are k factors and M is a tree, it follows that N ′ is a tree by the inductive hypothesis.
Suppose we are given N ∈ DC(X). The network N could be very complicated. One might ask for a tree T in DC(X) that "best fits" N . More specifically, we have the following problem:
Problem. Given N ∈ DC(X), let T (X, N ) be the collection of CPS of N which are trees. Find T ∈ T (X, N ) such that U = T minimizes D(N, U ) for all X-networks U ∈ T (X, N ).
We call a solution to the problem a best fitting CPS tree for N.
More generally, given a subset S ⊂ DC(X), we might seek a member S 0 ∈ S such that U = S 0 minimizes D(N, U ) among all U ∈ S. 
Modifying the description of a CPS
Corollary 6.2. Let N ′ be a CPS of N with vertex set V (N ) − W , where W is a subset of V (N ). Let W = {w 1 , w 2 , · · · , w k } (in any order). Then N ′ can be written in the form RD(w k ) · · · D(w 1 )N where R is a product of D(a i , b i ) for redundant arcs (a i , b i ) of D(w k ) · · · D(w 1 )N .
Invariant properties
This section proves the following partial converse to Theorem 5.2 and considers its consequences. D(a, b) .
Since the networks are DC, the condition V (N ′ ) ⊆ V (N ) can be rephrased by saying that there exists φ : If (u, v) is not an arc of N 3 , then there exists a vertex e of N 3 such that u < e < v in N 3 . Note e is a vertex of N ′ as well by the choice of W . Since N 3 is a CPS it follows u < e < v in N , whence by (ii) u < e < v in N ′ . It follows that (u, v) is redundant in N ′ , a contradiction. This shows that (u, v) is an arc of N 3 . Now assume that (u, v) is an arc of N 3 . Since N 3 is a CPS of N , it follows that u < v in N . By (ii), it follows that u < v in N ′ . I claim (u, v) is an arc of N ′ . If not, then there exists a vertex e of N ′ such that u < e < v in N ′ . By (i), u < e < v in N . Since N 3 is a CPS of N it follows that u < e < v in N 3 . Hence (u, v) is redundant in N 3 , a contradiction. This shows that (u, v) is an arc of N ′ .
Lemma 7.2. Suppose N and N ′ are DC X-networks with the same vertex set
Proof. The vertex sets are the same. We show that the arcs are the same. Write X = {x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x n }. Let T r denote the set of trivial clusters, T r = {X, {x 1 }, {x 2 }, · · · , {x m }}. Theorem 7.3. Let N = (V, E, r, X) be a DC X-network. Let V ′ be a subset of V containing T r. There exists a unique DC X-network N ′ such that
The members of U are the vertices that must be deleted from N to obtain the vertices of
There is then a composition S 2 of deletions of redundant arcs such that N 3 = S 2 N 2 contains no redundant arcs. Note that N 3 is a CPS of N by definition and V (N 3 ) = V ′ . This proves existence. For uniqueness, let N ′ be another such X-network.
The unique N ′ of Theorem 7.3 will be denoted N (W ), where W = V (N ′ ) − T r. Note that the members of W are the nontrivial clusters of N ′ . Thus N (W ) is the unique CPS of N with no redundant arcs and with vertex set W ∪ T r. We may also denote it by N (w 1 , · · · , w k ) where the elements of W are w 1 , · · · , w k .
Since both W and
There exists a composition R of deletions of redundant arcs such that
There is a composition S of deletions of redundant arcs such that SN 1 has no redundant arcs. By Theorem 7.3, It is important to recognize that, for example, having a tree T displayed by a CD network N is not the same as having the tree T be a CPS of N . Figure 3 shows a network N and a CPS N (5) of N which is displayed by N . It also shows a tree T that is displayed by N but that is not a CPS. One recognizes that T is not a CPS since cl(5; T ) = {1, 2}, which is not the cluster of any vertex of N .
Suppose N has no redundant arcs. Suppose N ′ satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 7.1 except that N ′ contains a redundant arc. Then N ′ need not be a CPS of N . To see this, consider the network N in Figure 4 , which is a rooted tree. The accompanying network N ′ satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 7.1 except that there is a redundant arc. But every CPS of a tree is a tree by Proposition 5.3, so N ′ is not a CPS of N . Hence Theorem 7.1 is not true without the assumption that there are no redundant arcs. 
An example
Let N be the network in Figure 1 . Recall that T r denotes the set of trivial vertices, which must lie in all CPS. In our example, T r = {1, 2, 3, 4, 9}. Suppose we seek the best fitting CPS tree of N by exhaustive search. Since there are n = 4 leaves, there are 15 binary rooted trees and 11 non-binary rooted trees, hence a total of 26 possible rooted trees. Any rooted tree contains no redundant arc. By Theorem 7.3 if it is a CPS, it must have the form N (S) for a subset S of {5, 6, 7, 8}; hence there are at most 2 4 = 16 networks to check. Moreover, since a rooted tree with 4 leaves can have at most 7 vertices, in our search S may contain at most 2 vertices not in T r; this eliminates 5 of the 16 networks. Table 1 Exhaustive search in this case shows that there is a tie for the best fitting CPS tree of N between T 1 = N (5, 8) and T 2 = N (6, 8), both shown in Figure 5 . Both have distance 13 or D 2 distance √ 15 from N . Note that of the 26 rooted trees, only 8 are CPS of N. For example, the tree T 3 = (1, (2, (3, 4) )) is not a CPS of N ; this is obvious since {2, 3, 4} is a cluster of T 3 but not of N . Since T 3 is DC we may nevertheless compute D(N, T 3 ) = 25. By Theorem 7.5, N (6) is a CPS of N (6, 7) but not of N (5, 7, 8 ).
